Biological Network Inference and analysis using SEBINI and CABIN.
Attaining a detailed understanding of the various biological networks in an organism lies at the core of the emerging discipline of systems biology. A precise description of the relationships formed between genes, mRNA molecules, and proteins is a necessary step toward a complete description of the dynamic behavior of an organism at the cellular level, and toward intelligent, efficient, and directed modification of an organism. The importance of understanding such regulatory, signaling, and interaction networks has fueled the development of numerous in silico inference algorithms, as well as new experimental techniques and a growing collection of public databases. The Software Environment for BIological Network Inference (SEBINI) has been created to provide an interactive environment for the deployment, evaluation, and improvement of algorithms used to reconstruct the structure of biological regulatory and interaction networks. SEBINI can be used to analyze high-throughput gene expression, protein abundance, or protein activation data via a suite of state-of-the-art network inference algorithms. It also allows algorithm developers to compare and train network inference methods on artificial networks and simulated gene expression perturbation data. SEBINI can therefore be used by software developers wishing to evaluate, refine, or combine inference techniques, as well as by bioinformaticians analyzing experimental data. Networks inferred from the SEBINI software platform can be further analyzed using the Collective Analysis of Biological Interaction Networks (CABIN) tool, which is an exploratory data analysis software that enables integration and analysis of protein-protein interaction and gene-to-gene regulatory evidence obtained from multiple sources. The collection of edges in a public database, along with the confidence held in each edge (if available), can be fed into CABIN as one "evidence network," using the Cytoscape SIF file format. Using CABIN, one may increase the confidence in individual edges in a network inferred by an algorithm in SEBINI, as well as extend such a network by combining it with species-specific or generic information, e.g., known protein-protein interactions or target genes identified for known transcription factors. Thus, the combined SEBINI-CABIN toolkit aids in the more accurate reconstruction of biological networks, with less effort, in less time.A demonstration web site for SEBINI can be accessed from https://www.emsl.pnl.gov/SEBINI/RootServlet . Source code and PostgreSQL database schema are available under open source license. ronald.taylor@pnl.gov. For commercial use, some algorithms included in SEBINI require licensing from the original developers. CABIN can be downloaded from http://www.sysbio.org/dataresources/cabin.stm . mudita.singhal@pnl.gov.